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SEMESTER ONE

Cycle A

Primary Years: 1-2 Teaching and Learning Overview – Knowledge and Understanding

CSPS Core
Competencies
Big Idea

English
(AC)
6.75hours/week

Mathematics
(AC)
4.5hours/week
Science
(AC)
1hour/week
History/Geography
(AC)
1hour/week
The Arts
(AC)
1hour/week

HPE
2hours/week

Technologies (AC)
30minutes/week

SEL
1hour/week

ICT Capabilities

Term ONE

Term TWO

1.Understanding others and being able to build new relationships
2.To set and achieve goals for yourself
4. Teamwork – to collaborate successfully with others

All About Me

SEMESTER TWO
Term THREE

3. Self-confidence
5. Persistence/Resilience
6. Problem solving for responsible citizenship in the future

The Living World

Remember when…

How do I…?

Purpose & Audience:
‘Letting students in to the Secrets’
– First 20 days of Writing
Introduce Writing Folder To entertain
F&P Continuum page ref: p. 250-265

Purpose & Audience: to inform – to
explain or give facts about a topic
F&P Continuum page ref: p. 250-265

Purpose & Audience: to entertain &
inform – to tell a story
F&P Continuum page ref: p. 250-265

Purpose & Audience: to inform – to
perform a practical task
F&P Continuum page ref: p. 250-265

Text Focus: Information Reports

Text Focus: Recount

Text Focus: Procedure

Text Focus: Description Writing

Information Reports provide us with
facts about things and describe a
class of living and non-living entities.
They should concentrate on groups of
things that students are interested in
and encountered in their daily lives.

Recounts tell of events that have happened
in chronological order. There can be different
types: Introduction (may include personal
comments, analysis and interpretation e.g.
observation, information report, exposition)
Personal Recount (written or spoken by
person who has experienced or witnessed
event e.g. letters, postcards, diaries, journals)
Factual Recount (recount of an event e.g.
sports report, historical recount)
Imaginative Recount (creates events and
characters based on imagination based on
factual detail e.g. role-play famous people,
describe events first person)

Procedures tell how something is
done. A procedure might take the
form of instructions on a process in
order to get a task done (e.g. using
appliances, recipes) or include rules
on how to perform in a specific
context (e.g. a game, directions)

Description allows opportunities for
both factual and objective writing and
for writing that is more imaginative and
reflect the writer’s feelings or
impressions.

Reading Comprehension Focus
‘Letting students in to the Secrets’ – First 20 days of Reading
Purposeful Reading Experiences
Text structure & Features
Predicting
Introduction to Just Right Books
 Two-dimensional space
 Patterns & Algebra
 Three-dimensional space
 Area
 Whole number
 Multiplication & Division
 Time
 Fractions & Decimals
 Addition & Subtraction
 Chance
 Length
Primary Connections – Watch it Grow (Year 2)
This unit provides opportunities for students to explore the growth of a range of
living things and explore the processes of growth and change, of reproduction and
death that apply to all animals. Through hands-on activities and investigations,
students compare the growth of living things under different conditions.

Reading Comprehension Focus
Revisit Just Right Books
Clarifying
Inferring
Visualising
Introduce Fluency & Expression

Data

Volume & Capacity

Whole number

Position

Whole number

Text Types (Information Reports, Description, Expositions)

Text Types (Procedures, Information Reports, Recounts)







Mass
Fractions & Decimals
Multiplication & Division
Addition & Subtraction
Patterns & Algebra

Primary Connections – Push pull (Year 2)
This unit provides the opportunity for students to explore pushes and pulls.
Through investigations, students observe and gather evidence about how these
forces act in air and water, and on the ground. Students identify the effect of the
pull of gravity and learn that both air and water can 'push'.

Term FOUR

1.Understanding others and being able to build new relationships
2.To set and achieve goals for yourself
4. Teamwork – to collaborate successfully with others

Once upon a time

3. Self-confidence
5. Persistence/Resilience
6. Problem solving for responsible citizenship in the future

As a matter of fact

World Around Us

Purpose & Audience: to entertain – to
tell a story
F&P Continuum page ref: p. 250-265
Text Focus: Narrative

Purpose & Audience: to persuade &
entertain – to tell a story
F&P Continuum page ref: p. 250-265
Text Focus: Response

Purpose & Audience: to persuade – to
explain or give facts about a topic
F&P Continuum page ref: p. 250-265
Text Focus: Exposition

Purpose & Audience: to entertain – to
express feelings, images, ideas or
stories
F&P Continuum page ref: p. 250-265

Narrative aims to show a place where
anything can happen to a character
through the use of imagined or real-life
experiences. They explain ways of
resolving issues that are meaningful to
their particular culture.
Two categories:
Traditional (fairy tales, myths, fables)
or Modern (science fiction, hero &
villians, cartoons)

Responses are used to respond to
literary texts. They are designed to give
an opinion of the text and may
summarise and analyse the text.

Expositions persuade someone of a
point of view. Writer may collect
evidence to justify and support their
point of view.

Text Focus:
Poetry - Alliteration, Rhymes,
Onomatopoeia, similes, metaphors,
personification, rhyme

Reading Comprehension Focus
Revisit Just Right Books
Making Connections
Author Study
Questioning
Fluency & Expression
 Length
 Area
 Addition & Subtraction
 Time
 Two-dimensional space

Our Connection

Poetry can present an argument,
recount an event or tell a story. It
expresses feelings, emotions and ideas
in succinct ways that make use of
vocabulary, sounds and sound
patterns, rhythm and imagery.







Reading Comprehension Focus
Revisit Just Right Books
Summarising
Author Study
Re-teach & Revision of Comprehension Areas
Reading Stamina

Data


Position


Whole number


Patterns & Algebra


Addition & Subtraction

Fractions & Decimals
Multiplication & Division
Chance
Patterns & Algebra
Three-dimensional space

Fractions & Decimals
Multiplication & Division
Volume & Capacity
Mass

Primary Connections – All Mixed Up (Year 2)
This unit students learn about materials that don’t mix well, and others that are
difficult to separate. Through hands-on investigations, students explore how
changing the quantities of materials in a mixture can alter its properties and uses.

Primary Connections – Water Works (Year 2)
This unit provides opportunities for students to develop an understanding of, and
appreciation for, a precious natural resource. Through investigations, students
explore how water is used, where water comes from and how to use it responsibly.

Texts Types (Exposition, Response, Description)

Texts Types (Poetry, Exposition)

History Focus

Geography Focus

Year 2 KIQ’s: The Past in the Present
1. What aspects of the past can you see today? What do they tell us?
2. What remains of the past are important to the local community? Why?
3. How have changes in technology shaped our daily life?
Text Types (Information Reports, Description, Recounts, Narratives)

Year 2 KIQ’s: Our Connection to Places
1. What is a place?
2. How are people connected to their place and other places?
3. What factors affect my connection to places?
Text Types (Procedures, Information Reports, Description, Recounts, Narratives, Response, Poetry)

Drama
By the end of Year 2, students describe what happens in drama they make, perform and view. They identify some elements in drama and describe where and why there is drama.
Students make and present drama using the elements of role, situation and focus in dramatic play and improvisation.
Media Arts
By the end of Year 2, students communicate about media artworks they make and view, and where and why media artworks are made.
Students make and share media artworks using story principles, composition, sound and technologies.
Visual Arts
By the end of Year 2, students communicate about media artworks they make and view, and where and why media artworks are made.
Students make and share media artworks using story principles, composition, sound and technologies.

Dance
By the end of Year 2, students describe the effect of the elements in dance they make, perform and view and where and why people dance.
Students use the elements of dance to make and perform dance sequences that demonstrate fundamental movement skills to represent ideas. Students demonstrate safe practice.

Health Education
Physical Education
Describe ways to include others to make them feel they belong


Create and participate in games with and without equipment
Identify and practice emotional responses that account for own and others


Identify rules and fair play when participating in Physical Activities
feelings.

Use strategies to work in group situations when participating in physical
Practice and use strategies they can use when they feel uncomfortable,

activities
unsafe or need help with a task, problem or situation.
Text Types (Response, Description)
Text Types (Procedure)
Design and Technology
By the end of Year 2, students describe the purpose of familiar products, services and environments and how they meet the needs of users and affect others and
environments. They identify the features and uses of technologies for each of the prescribed technologies contexts.

Physical Education

Create and participate in games with and without equipment

Identify rules and fair play when participating in Physical Activities

Use strategies to work in group situations when participating in physical
activities

With guidance, students create designed solutions for each of the prescribed technologies contexts. They describe given needs or opportunities. Students create and
evaluate their ideas and designed solutions based on personal preferences. They communicate design ideas for their designed products, services and environments
using modelling and simple drawings. Following sequenced steps, students demonstrate safe use of tools and equipment when producing designed solutions.
Topic 1: Emotional Literacy
Topic 2: Personal Strengths
1.
Practicing ‘checking in’ and ‘checking out’ (p. 5-7)
6.
What are personal strengths? (p. 16-17)
2.
Communicating without words (p. 8-10)
7.
Feeling strong through culture (p. 18-21)
3.
My emotions and my face (p. 11-13)
8.
Being different is okay (p. 22-23)
4.
Exploring feelings (p. 14)
5.
Feelings and textures (p. 15)
Topic 3: Positive coping
9.
Choices, choices, choices part 1 (p. 24)
10. Creating kindness (p. 25-26)

Students design solutions to simple problems using a sequence of steps and decisions. They collect familiar data and display them to convey meaning. They create and
organise ideas and information using information systems, and share information in safe online environments.

Investigating with ICT’s:
Using digital information to answer a question

Creating with ICT’s:
Manipulate and recreate a poem

Creating with ICT’s:
Make a digital record of an event

Music
By the end of Year 2, students communicate about the music they listen to, make and perform and where and why people make music.
Students improvise, compose, arrange and perform music. They demonstrate aural skills by staying in tune and keeping in time when they sing and play.

Health Education

Examine health messages and how they relate to health decisions and
behaviours

Recognise situations and opportunities to promote health, safety and well
being

Text Types (Poetry, Exposition)
Text Types (Response)
Digital Technologies
By the end of Year 2, students identify how common digital systems (hardware and software) are used to meet specific purposes. They use digital systems to represent
simple patterns in data in different ways.

Topic 4: Problem Solving
11.
Time to change? (p. 27)
Topic 5: Stress Management
12. Practicing calming strategies (p. 28-29)
Topic 6: Help-seeking
13. Getting help (p. 30-31)

Topic 7: Gender and identity
14. Choices, choices, choices part 2 (p. 32-35)
15. Greetings in Aboriginal Languages (p. 36-37)
16. Communicating in other languages (p. 38)
17. I can do it, but differently (p. 39-40)
18. Us and others (p.41-43)
Topic 8: Positive gender relations
19. Different relationships (p. 44-45)
20. Friendly and unfriendly relationships (p. 46-47)
21. Role playing friendly behaviours (p. 48-49)
Communicating with ICT’s:
Electronic messages

